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The temporalrelationshipbetweenthe solar wind and magnetospheric
activityhas beenstudiedusing
34 intervalsof high time resolutionIMP 8 solar wind data and the correspondingAL auroral activity
index. The median values of the AL index for each interval were utilized to rank the intervals according
to geomagneticactivity level. The linear predictionfiltering techniquewas then applied to model magnetosphericresponseas measuredby the AL index to the solar wind input function VBs. The linear
predictionfilteringroutineproducesa filter of time-laggedresponsecoefficientswhich estimatesthe most
generallinear relationshipbetweenthe choseninput and output parametersof the magnetospheric
system.It is foundthat the filtersare composedof two responsepulsesspeakingat time lagsof 20 and 60
min. The amplitudeof the 60-min pulseis the largerfor moderateactivitylevels,while the 20-min pulseis
the larger for strong activity levels.A possibleinterpretationis that the 20-min pulse representsmagnetosphericactivity driven directly by solar wind couplingand that the 60-min pulse representsmagnetosphericactivity driven by the releaseof energypreviouslystoredin the magnetotail.If this interpretation is correct, the linear filtering resultssuggestthat both the driven and the unloading models of
magnetospheric
responseare inportant facetsof a more comprehensive
responsemodel.

region directly to the energydissipationregion.In the unloading model the magnetosphererespondsto the increaseof solar
wind energy input by storing energy in the magnetotail as
magneticflux is erodedfrom the daysideand convectedtailward. Later the stored energyis releasedimpulsivelyfrom the
magnetotail at expansionphase onset, adding to the energy
dissipatedvia convection.In this casethe time delay between
energyinput and dissipationdependsnot only upon the convection time scale of the magnetospherebut also upon the
time scalesof the processes
which control the releaseof stored
energy
from
the
magnetotail.
1973; Hones, 1979; Baker et al., 1979, 1981a]. In both models
After two decades of study, no magnetospheric response
the energytransferor couplingprocessbeginswhen enhanced
model
has been proposed which can successfullydescribeall
magnetic merging is initiated on the dayside magnetopause.
observations.For instance, the energy storage-releasemodel
The processendswhen the energyis irreversiblydissipatedby
fails to account for events which show a clear onset of subauroral particle precipitation,Joule heating in the ionosphere,
storm activity without an accompanyingdecreasein the tail
or particle injection into the ring current and when energyis
lobe
magnetic flux density [Akasofu, 1980; Kan et al., 1980].
lost from the magnetospherevia plasmoid formation [Hones
et al., 1984]. However, the sequenceof eventsfollowing day- Similarly, the driven model cannot account for geomagnetic
activity which occurslong after the last interval of enhanced
side merging and precedingenergydissipationis different for
solar wind energy input.
the two models.
Recently, the comparison of magnetospheric response
In the driven model the magnetosphererespondsdirectly to
models
has been greatly aided by the techniqueof linear prevariations in the external solar wind conditions. In this model
diction filtering [lyernori et al., 1979; lyernori and Maeda,
the time lag between solar wind energy input and enhanced
1980; Clauer et al., 1981, 1983]. This method uses a filter
geomagneticactivity dependsonly on the time scalerequired
[Wiener, 1949; Levinson,1949] to model the most general,
to convect the transferred energy from the energy-coupling
linear relationship between measured magnetosphericand
solar wind quantities.Once found, the filter H(t) may be used
along with the solar wind input time seriesI(T) to estimate
• Also at Instituteof Geophysics
and PlanetaryPhysics,University the solar wind driven componentof geomagneticactivity O(T)
INTRODUCTION

A major unsolvedproblem of solar-terrestrialphysicsis understandinghow solar wind mass, momentum, and energy
couple into and subsequently flow through the magnetosphericsystem.Over the past decade,two phenomenological models have been presentedto explain the temporal
responseof the magnetosphereto changes in solar wind
energyinput. These are the driven model [Perreault and Akasofu, 1978; Akasofu,1979, 1980] and the energystorage-release
or unloading model [McPherron, 1970; McPherron et al.,

of California, Los Angeles.

2 Also at Departmentof Earth and SpaceSciences,
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via the convolution

theorem:

California, Los Angeles.

O(T) =
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H(t)l(t-

T) dt

•

where T is the time of observation and t is the time lag.
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Clauer
et al. [1981]usedthesolarwindinputsVBs,V2Bs, mula has beenexpressedignoringthe orbital motion of the
and e along with the linear filtering routinesto model the

earthand usinga small-angleapproximation:

response of the AL and AU indices to solar wind variations.

The AL and A U indicesare auroralgeomagnetic
activityindit(V,X,Y)=X-X
TO
V o-- (Y-- Yo)
2•a'
ceswhichare roughlyproportionalto the Jouleheatingrate
of the westwardand eastwardelectrojets,
respectively
[Per- where
reault and Akasofu,1978]. The parametere = VB210
2 sin½
t
modelsolarwind time delay;
(0/2) is a solarwind couplingfunction[AkasofU,1979] which
IMP 8 positionin GSM coordinates;
has been identifiedas the dynamo power deliveredfrom the
solar wind to the open magnetosphere
[Kan and Lee, 1979; Xo, Yo nominal couplingregioncoordinates,
Kan et al., 1980]. In the formulasabove, V is the solar wind

bulk speed,and Bs= -B: for B: < 0 and Bs= 0 for B• > 0,
wherethe interplanetarymagneticfield (IMF) is expressed
in

(2)

with (Xo, Yo)= (15 Re, 0 Re);
V

instantaneous
solarwind bulk speed;
mean solar rotation period;
mean radius of earth's orbit about the sun.

geocentricsolarmagnetospheric
(GSM) coordinates.Claueret

al. [1981] foundthat the VBs,V2Bs,and e time seriesalone The first term of the formula accounts for the radial motion of
plasmaconvectingat the solar wind speed,while the second
of the AU indexvariance.They concludethat the remaining termaccounts
for azimuthaldi'iftof plasmadueto solarrotaAL and A U index variance is not modeled because either the
tion.It wasfoundthat timeshiftsof 10 min occurfrequently
chosensolarwindinput timeseriesare not properestimates
of for typicalsolarwind conditionsand IMP 8 positions.Even
the actual solar wind input or the remaining variance is largertimedelaysare foundwhensolarwindspeeds
are small
simply not relatedto the time-varyingsolar wind conditions. and when IMP 8 was far upstreamor downstreamfrom the
Claueret al. [1981] alsofoundthat the time lag to peak filter mergingregion.
amplitudeis smallerfor sUbstorms
of largemagnitudgthanfor
The solarwindpropagation
delaymodelimplicitlyassumes
substormsof smallmagnitude.Further, they suggestthat the that (1) solarwind conditionsare spatiallyuniformovera few
can predict only about 40% of the AL index variance and less

responseof the magnetosphere
is not completelylinear; other- tensof Re, (2) the positionof the couplingregiondoesnot
wise,the filter propertieswouldnot vary with the magnitude vary with time, and (3) solar wind discontinuitiesor transients
or level of geomagneticactivity.
are parallelto phasefronts,wherephasefrontsare planesin
In this paper we extendthe study of Claueret al. [1981] thesolarwindwhichhaveconstant
modeltimedelay.
and determinehow the propertiesof the solar wind-AL index
The firstassumption
is usuallysatisfied
[Russellet al., 1980;
responsefilter vary with the overalllevelof geomagnetic
ac- Crookeret al., 1982].However,the positionof the coupling
tivity. To do this,we haveuseda newand largerdata setand region can changeif the IMF orientation [Crooker et al.,
a novelmethodto organizethe data with respectto geomag- 1979;Luhmannet al., 1984] or the solarwind dynamicpresneticactivitylevel.Only then are the data input to the linear sure varies. Further, the relative orientation between a solar
filtering routines.

windphasefrontanda solarwinddiscontinuity
changes
with
time and is not alwayswell constrainedby observations.
DeDATA

The data set usedin this studycontainthe AL index and
solar wind plasma and IMF measurementsat 2.5-min time

resolution.The solar wind data are from IMP 8, which was

spite thesecomplicationsit is found that the AL index modeling efficiencyis increasedwhenevertime-shiftedsolar wind
data wereusedasinput to the analysis.

Theroutines
usedto estimate
themodelfiltersin thisstudy
cannot acceptmissingdata in either the input I(T) or the

launched
in lateOctober1973into an elliptical,23 x 46 Re, outputO(T) timeseries.
The AL indexdata setis complete,

orbit. The originalIMP 8 plasmaand IMF observations
were but unfortunately,the solar wind plasmaand IMF data sets
averagedover 2.5-minperiodsfor comparisonwith AL index are not. For periodsof about 6 dayseachorbit, IMP 8 did not
values. The AL index values were obtained from the World

monitor solar wind conditions because it was within the

Data Center,Boulder,Colorado.The data setspansthe inter- earth'smagnetosphere.
Also,thereare numerousdata gaps
val from November 1973 to December 1974 and is the same which occurrandomlythroughoutthe solar wind data set,
data setusedby Bakeret al. [1981b] to studythe correlation which last anywherefrom 2.5 min to severalhours.
of the AE indexwith interplanetary
parameters.
The data gapswhich occurwheneverIMP 8 leavesthe solar
The IMF data and the IMP 8 ephemerisdata we have wind are too long to be interpolatedand usedas input to
utilized are expressed
in geocentricsolar magnetosphericmodel geomagneticactivity. This is becausethe solar wind
(GSM)coordinates.
The GSM coordinate
system
is usefulin input calculationsare sensitiveto interpolationacrosstime
studyingsolar wind-magnetosphere
interactions,sinceit re- gaps longer than the time scale over which solar wind conducesthe three-dimensional
motionof the earth'sdipoleto ditionsvary.Hencewe wereforcedto inspectseparately
the
motionin the GSM X-Z plane[Russell,1971].
data from eachIMP 8 solarwind passto find eventssuitable
For the presentstudy the ideal positionto monitor solar for study.
wind conditions
is at a pointjust upstreamof the merging The solarwind data set was scannedto compilea list of
regionwhereenergyentersthe magnetosphere
from the solar dataintervals,
whicharedefinedasanysegment
of datawhich
wind.Thissituationrarelyoccurswith IMP 8. Consequently,is at least1 daylongwithlessthan10%datagaps.Theinitial
one must modify the solar wind time seriesto accountfor the listcontained
roughly30 intervalswithtimelengthsbetween1
changein timedelaybetween
corresponding
eventsoccurring day and 4 dayslong. Then, the data gapsin theseintervals
at IMP 8 and the couplingregion.To do this, we have esti- wereinterpolatedlinearlyto satisfythe modelingroutinerematedthe actualtime delayusinga formuladeveloped
by strictions.More than 95% of the data gapswereshorterthan

Zwicklandcoworkers
[cf.Bakeret al., 1983].Here,thefor-

10 min.
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sameAL index magnitudes.

3. A datainterval
mustbesplitintotwoor moredata

• • 0.00

intervals
if it includes
twoor moredaylong
segments
which

independentlysatisfythe first two criteria.
Enforcing the first criterion allows us to use concatenated
data intervals as input to the modeling routines. Otherwise,
fallacioustime lags betweensolar wind and auroral time series
on opposite sides of a splice would contaminate the results.
The secondand third criteria aid us later, when we attempt to
sort the list of data intervalsaccordingto "activity level."
At this point an intermediate list of data intervals was obtained with a total of 34 intervals.

In all the intervals
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Fig. 2. A plot of filter 10 and filter 27. These filters correspond to
moderately and strongly active data intervals, respectively.The vertical axis is plotted using the units of the AL index (in nanoteslas)
divided by units of the solar wind electricfield (in millivolts per meter)
and normalized by the data samplingperiod (150 s).

contain

73 days of data, which correspondsto about one third of the
original IMP 8 solar wind data.
Next, we calculated the integral occurrencepercentagesof
the AL index for each data interval; these are plotted in
Figure 1. Considerfirst the rightmostcurve in Figure 1. About
75% of the AL index values in this interval

were below

nT and 50% of the AL values were below

- 180 nT. In com-

-100

AL index to the solar wind input VBs. Since there are 34 data
intervals in the data set, 30 filters numbered from 1 to 30 in
order of increasingoverall geomagneticactivity level were obtained. Two of thesefilters 10 and 27, are plotted in Figure 2.
Filter 27 was generated using very active data intervals with
AL index median values near -150 nT. In contrast, filter 10

parison, the next curve to the left reaches the same occurrence

was generatedusingmoderatelyactivedata intervalswith AL

fractions

index median valuesnear - 50 nT. Both of thesefilters possess
a responsepulse which risesfrom near zero at zero time lag,
peaks near 20-min time lag, and decaysthereafter.Filter 10
has a secondresponsepulse which peaks at a lag of 60 min
and decays to zero after about 2.5-hour time lag. Filter 27

at smaller AL values near --70

and

-170

nT. Evi-

dently, the rightmost curve correspondsto a data interval
which is relatively more active than the data interval correspondingto the secondcurve.
By examining Figure 1 closely,one noticesthat the integral
occurrencehistogramsmaintain nearly the sameorder for all
occurrencepercentages.Thus we were free to choosethe 50%
integral occurrencevalue of the AL index to assessthe geomagnetic"activity level" in each data interval. We then spliced
the data intervalsend-to-endin the order of increasingactivity
levelto generatethe analysisdata set.

suggeststhe presenceof a secondpulse, but its signatureis
dominated by that of the first pulse.
Figure 3 is a stack plot of all filters arranged in order of
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Fig. 1. Integral occurrencepercentagesof the AL index for 34
data intervals. Each occurrencepercentagecurve correspondsto a
singledata interval. The 50% occurrencepercentagewas utilized to
assessthe geomagnetic"activity level" in each data interval.

I

I

Fig. 3. A stack plot of linear prediction filters for all levels of
geomagneticactivity. The geomagnetic"acti•vitylevel," based on the
distributions in Figure 1, increasesunevenly from filter 1 through 30.
A dashed baseline and a vertical scale are included for filter 1, and a

vertical scale is included for filter 30. Each successivefilter is plotted
after a cumulative, vertical displacementof one tick mark. Note that
the filter coefficientswere multiplied by 100 beforeplotting.
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increasing geomagnetic activity level (activity index) from
bottom to top. Note that the filters labeled from 1 to 18 have
two responsepulses.For filters 6-18 the pulse peaking near
60-min time lag has a larger amplitude than the pulse peaking
near 20 min. The two pulseshave roughly the sameamplitude
for filters 1-5. Filters 19-30 each possessa responsepulse
which reaches a maximum amplitude near 20-min lag and
decaysthereafter,just as outlined for filter 27. The two pulses
shall be referredto by using the respectivetime lags to maximum amplitudes: 20 and 60 min. However, note that there is
some variability in these time lags: from about 15 to 30 min

and moderate(or weak) activity filters can be explainedby a
changein the relativemagnitudeof the two pulses.
It might be questionedwhetherthe two peaksin the VB• to
AL filters are significantand reproducible.We believe that
these peaks are indeed significantand reproduciblefor three
reasons:

1. The two peaksare presentin the moderateactivity,VB•
to AL filter plotted in Figure 2 of Claver et al. [1981]; this
filter was generatedindependentlyby using an Explorer 33
data set.

2. The two peaksare clearly seenin each of the filters from
for the first pulseand about 55 to 70 min for the secondpulse. 1 to 18, even though every fifth filter was generatedusing an
Some of this variation is purely statistical,but some may be entirely separateset of data intervals.
due to systematicerrors in time shifting the solar wind data,
3. The amplitude of the statistical fluctuation in the filter
and another fraction could represent real variability in re- estimatesis small with respectto the amplitude of the two
sponsetime of the magnetosphere.
peaks.
Figure 4 is a plot of the input and output time seriesfor two
We also testedother input and output combinationssuchas
5-day intervals. The top set of three panelsshowsdata usedto
VB• to AE, • to AL, and • to AE and found that these filters
calculate filter 10; the bottom set of three panels shows data possess
the samefeaturesdescribedfor the VB, to AL filters.
used to calculate filter 27. Within each set the VB• input is
It is interestingto compare the presentresultsto those of
plotted in the top panel, the original and the predicted AL
Baker et al. [1981b], who utilized the samedata setto perform
index output are plotted in the middle panel, and the residual a high time resolution cross-correlationanalysisbetweenthe
AL index is plotted in the bottom panel. The predicted AL
AE index and VBs. They found that VB, to AE correlation
index is calculate utilizing the VB• input, the empirical filter, valuesmaximizeat a time lag near 40 min. Our VB• to AL
and the convolution equation. Note that the predicted AL filtersreacha peak lag near to either 20 or 60 min, depending
index is the more smoothly varying curve plotted in the on activity level. Given that AL is a substantialcomponentof
middle panels. Also, the residual AL index is equal to the AE, we would expect on the average that the filters would
differenceof the original and the predictedAL index.
peak near the cross-correlationlag of 40 min if the data set
The predicted AL index correspondsto the portion of the studiedincludedan equal number of weakly, moderately,and
observed AL index which is time correlated with solar wind
strongly active data intervals.
A possibleinterpretation of the present resultsis that the
(VB•) variations. The residual AL index correspondsto the
portion of the observedAL index which is not time correlated pulsespeaking near 20 and 60 min each correspondto a
with solar wind variations. In this light, severalobservations separateresponsemode of the magnetosphere.Further, as disbecome evident upon comparing the time seriesin Figure 4. cussedbelow, it is possiblethat the 20-min pulsecorresponds
First, both the VBs time seriesand the residualAL index time to electrojet activity related to direct interaction between the
serieshave a high-frequencycomponent.However, thesehigh- solar wind and the magnetosphere,while the 60-min pulse
frequency components are not correlated. This implies that correspondsto electrojet activity due to the releaseof stored
the magnetospherebehaveslike a low-passfilter of solar wind electromagneticenergy from the tail. If this is true, then the
variations I-Claver et al., 1981]. Second,the residual AL index differencesbetweenstrongand moderateactivity filterscan be
time seriescontains sharp, negative deviations which do not explainedby a changein the relative importanceof the solar
resemblenoise.Instead, thesefeaturesappear to be the signa- wind driven and tail releasecomponentsof magnetospheric
tures of substormswhich are not predictable using only solar activity.
wind data. The residual AL index time series also contains
There is other support for the interpretation made above.
intervalsof slowly varying,positivedeviations.It is not under- For example, Meng [1979] found that the motion of the
stood why the AL index is overpredicted during these inter- midday auroral oval can be modeledusing B: variationsand
vals. In agreementwith Claver et al. [1983] we find that about an equation with an exponential time constant of about 17
45% of the AL index variancecan be modeledusingthe linear min. Also, Holier and Reid [1975] and Reid and Holier
prediction filtering technique. The prediction efficiencydoes [1975] found that the time constant for the magnetospherenot seemto vary with the level of geomagneticactivity.
ionospheresystem to become adjusted to a change in the
daysidereconnectionrate is about 20 min. Their conclusionis
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
based upon applying a circuit analog for the dayside
system to real observationsof a
An important result of this study is that the VBs to AL magnetosphere-ionosphere
responsefilters peak at a time lag near 20 min for intervals of magnetopauseerosion event. They suggestthat the time constrong geomagneticactivity, while the moderate activity filters stant is related to the time required for the ionosphericconpeak at a time lag near 60 min. Claver et al. [1981] obtained vection pattern to change in responseto the variation of the
filters with nearly identical features by studying two 10-day solar wind boundary conditions.These studiessuggestthat
intervals, one of which contained periods of very strong geo- the convectionof plasma within the magnetosphereresponds
magnetic activity, while the other contained more moderate to the solar wind over a time scale near the 20-min time lag
activity. They suggestedthat the filters were best describedas found for the first responsepulse of the VB, to AL filters. If
a single pulse which peaked at shorter time lags for more this comparisonis valid, then the resultsof this study imply
active intervals. Using a larger data set organized by geomag- that solar wind control of magnetosphericconvectionis imnetic activity level, we find that the filters are better described portant for all levelsof geomagneticactivity. In this sense,the
as the superpositionof two pulseswhich peak near 20 and 60 dependenceof the 20-min pulse amplitude upon the level of
min. Furthermore, we find that the difference between strong geomagnetic activity (see Figure 3) indicates that the solar
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Fig.5. Examples
ofmodel
response
filters,
VBsinputtimeseries
andALindex
output
timeseries
forstrong
geomagneticactivity(toppanels)
andmoderate
geomagnetic
activity
(bottom
panels).

wind control of magnetospheric
convectionis most efficient
For strong activity (top panels)the AL index decreases
for intervalsof strongactivity.
monotonically
fromzeroat thestartof thesquarewaveinput
lyemori [1980] found that the time delay betweenthe to -1250 nT after 2 hours.By this time, nearlythe whole

southward turning of the IMF and the onset of a substorm

filter has been "activated," and the AL index has almost

wasnear 1 hour,with a rangeof 0.75to 1.25hours.Of course, reached
whatwouldbeitssaturation
valueforthegiveninput
manycorrelativestudies[i.e.,Fosteret al., 1971;Bakeret al., amplitude.
The AL indexbegins
to increase
assoonas VBs

1981b]finda similartimelag.Someresearchers
havesuggest- goes to zero or, equivalently, as the IMF turns northward.
ed that the 1-hourlag corresponds
to the substorm
growth Two hoursafter energyinput has ceased,the AL index values
phaseduringwhichsolarwind energyis convected
from the
daysidemergingregioninto the tail, whereit is storedin the

have returnedto zero. For this examplethe effectsof the
second
response
pulsearesubtlyexpressed
asslopechanges
in

formof increased
magnetic
energy
density[McPherron,
1970]. the AL index time series.
Recallthat 1 hourcorresponds
closelywiththetimedelayof
For moderate activity the AL index time seriesis more
thesecond
pulsein thefilters.If thiscorrespondence
is correct, interesting.
At first,for about30 min the indexbeginsto de-

then the storageof energyin the tail with suddenreleaseof

crease, but it then levels off near a value of -180

nT after

thisenergyon a timescaleof • 1 houris thedominant
mag- about45 min.As the second
pulseof the moderate
activity
netospheric
response
modefor moderatelyactivetime inter- filteris activated,
theAL indexdecreases
morerapidly,reachvals.
inga valueof -600 nT. Theindexthenincreases
asthe VBs
In Figure 5 we demonstratethe significance
of the differ- input goesto zero and then increases
more quicklyas the
encesbetweenthe moderateand strongactivityfiltersin the secondpulseof the filterbecomes
deactivated.
Again,the AL
timedomain.The top two panelsarefor strongactivity.In the indexreaches
zeroabout4 hoursaftertheinputstartedand2
top right panelwe plot a modelfilter createdby fitting a hoursafter input stopped.
simpleanalyticalfunctionto the strongactivityfilter 27. This
analyticalfunctionwasthenconvolved
witha 5 mV/m,square
wave VBsinput of a 2-hourdurationto createa sampleAL
indextimeseries.
The VBsandAL indextimeseriesareplotted in the top left panel.Similarly,in the lower panelsof
Figure 5 an analyticalfunctionwas fitted to filter 10, which
wasthenconvolved
with a 3 mV/m, squarewaveVBsinputto
producea samplemoderateactivityAL indextime series.

For moderateactivity, 180 nT of the 600 nT maximumAL

indexmagnitude
is provided
by thefirstpulseof theresponse
filter. This meansthat only 30% of the AL index variation is

due to the driven mode of magnetospheric
response.
For
strong activity, more than half of the AL index variation is

dueto the drivencomponent
of response.
However,onemust
be carefulin equatingthe percentage
of AL indexvarianceto
the relativeamountof energydissipated
by the drivenand

BARGATZEET AL..' MAGNETOSPHERiCIMPULSE RESPONSE

unloadingsystems.Indeed, one must exercisecaution in using
the auroral indicesto study substorms.Rostoker[-1972] suggestedthat well-defined,localizedsubstormsmay be ignored

The Editor thanks the two refereesfor their assistancein evaluating
this paper.

in the auroral indices if the substorm current systems are

localized or if the electrojet is displaced well poleward or
equatorward of the magnetic observatoriesused to compute
the indices.Allen and Kroehl [1975] reportedthat the indices
are also contaminatedby errors due to unequal local time

spacingof the magneticobservatories.
Also, the auroral indicesmay registera lower limit to the total ionosphericcurrent
flow due to the sparselocal time and latitudinal spacingof the
observatories[Rostoker et al., 1980]. Furthermore, Akasofu
and Ahn [-1972] suggestedthat the AE index (AE = A U -- AL)
is less accurate for values of the index smaller than about 250

nT. Some better measure such as the total current flow in the

electrojetsshouldbe usedto quantify the absoluteenergydissipationrates of the driven and unloadingsystems.
It is tempting to identify the initial 45-min period as the
growth phase of the substorm followed by the expansion
phaseand then by the recoveryphase.The time of expansion
phaseonset is determinedby the activation of the moderate
filter's secondpulse, and the onset of recovery is coincident
with the northward turning of the IMF. The "decay" phase
whichbeginsat the onsetof recoverycould representthe de-

creaseof currentsflowingin the convection-driven
system.
Note that it is difficult to identify the growth phase for the

strongactivity AL index example.This is due to the mostly
unimodal responsecharacterof the magnetospherefor strong
activity levels.Comparison of the two AL index time series
reveals the quicker increase and decrease of the index for
strongeractivity levels.
While theseexamplescertainly reveal many observedfeaturesof AL index variations,they do not showthe suddenand
large fluctuationsthat are often presentat expansionphase
onset. However, such variations occur in a somewhat random
fashionin time, magnitude,and duration.The examplesplot-

ted in Figure 5 mustbe seenas simpleexamplesthat showthe
time variationsof the AL indexin a statistical,averageway,
In summary,we have shownthat the responseof the magnetospherefor VBs to AL is not completelylinear. We have
focusedon this feature using a new and larger data set and a
novel method for organizingthe data set accordingto the
level of geomagneticactivity. Our empirical results indicate
that the magnetosphererespondsmore quickly for data inter-

valswith higherlevelsof activity.A secondinterestingresultis
that the VBsto AL response
filter is composedof two pulses
peakingat differenttime lags.The first pulsepeaksat 20-min

lag and is dominantfor stronglyactiveintervals,whilethe
secondpulsepeaks at 60-min lag and is the dominant pulse
for moderately active intervals. Further, this linear filtering
analysishas provided new insight into old models of solar
wind-magnetospherecoupling. Both the driven and energy
storage-releasemodels of magnetosphericresponsecan be
seenas facetsof a more comprehensive
model.
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